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Introduction
When you store your family history information with a software program you may realize overtime the features
your current program has is not what you are looking for. So you decide to try a new program that you think will
meet your needs. It is like buying a new cell phone. You look at all the features each phone has then upgrade your
phone and cell plan as easy as 1, 2, 3. You don’t have to worry about losing your data (unless the phone breaks and
it is not synced to a computer) or worry that you can’t make a phone call to someone who uses a different carrier.
Today, if you decide to change to a different carrier, you don’t have to worry about losing your phone number.
This should apply to genealogy programs as well, if you want to try a different program, you should not have to
worry about losing your data, and you shouldn’t have to add all your documents again. But this is not the case. So
what causes this to happen? The main problems are the way programs are written to store, read, and write your
genealogy information. To understand the issues in detail, we will explore the GEDCOM standard with examples,
and do a comparison of several programs so you can have a better understanding.

What is GEDCOM
GEDCOM is an acronym for Genealogical Data COMmunication. GEDCOM was developed by the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. The current release is 5.5. The GEDCOM format was created to help standardize
the ability to export and import files from one genealogy application into another. To understand how this is
accomplished, some terms need to be explained.
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Overview of Terms Used
GEDCOM: Provides a standard for programmers to create genealogy programs that read and write family history
information. This is accomplished through its ability to store data in “fields” that are stored with “tags”. This is
similar to spreadsheet that has rows and columns. The header is the tag, and the information stored in the cells is
the field.
Tags: are generally four (4) characters in length and are mostly predefined. Custom tags can also be created. Tags
allow a field to occur any number of times within a record. Tags are set in a hierarchy that is used to capture and
store the data associated for people’s names, events, sources, notes, media, etc. The concept is similar to storing
information in a spreadsheet.

Hierarchy: The beginning of a new logical record is designated by a line whose level number is 0 (zero).

Each new level number must be no higher than the previous line plus 1.
Fields: Stores the data for each tag. The programmer defines how many characters can be stored in a field.
Records: The field and tags that belong together are records.
Computer Encoding: Is how a program reads and writes the characters (A-Z, numbers, etc.) stored on a computer.

Screen Overview:
Although you see “Given Name” as part of the screen where you input your data, the tag that actually stores the
information is GIVN.
Tags are created in a hierarchy so information stays together. SURN, GIVN, and NICK are subsets of NAME.
DATE and PLAC are subsets of birth, and death.
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How GEDCOM Works
In order for information to transfer from one program to another, the tags need to be readable and writeable.
GEDCOM has many tags that can be found in the GEDCOM 5.5 Standards Document that are used to store the
various pieces of a person’s family history.

Compatibility Issues Due to Tags
So the concept of following a standard seems simple enough and the data from one program should transfer
seamlessly to another, right? Well, that is not necessary what happens. Programs do not all work the same and
information may not be transferred from one program into another.
There are many GEDCOM tags that are used to store genealogy information. A company may decide that some
tags are not important to them, so they exclude them.
They can also manipulate tags in three (3) ways. When importing a GEDCOM file from one program to another
they can write executable changes to tags where they combine two tags into one upon importing the information
into their program. They can also change a tag name, or decide which sublevel belongs to which tag.
They can also create their own custom tags that are not readable in other programs. This is mainly seen with source
citation templates, and the extra information that they store. Individual and marriage events are allowed to be
custom as per the GEDCOM standard, and most programs do read and write them. Below are the standard
individual events:

They can also decide which tags their programs will read and write. A tag can be read by a program, but may not
write the information, so when you import your information, it will not be transferred.
Upon exporting a GEDCOM file, a program can decide not to write all the tags, even if they are common tags, and
therefore your information will be lost.
See Programs Tested to get results on how various companies have omitted and manipulated tags.
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Source Tags
In the diagram on page 5, the tags are shown for basic information. Below is an example of tags with sources
which are a bit more complicated. Sources are the documents used to back up the information in a family tree by
adding the evidence that supports events, dates, places, and relationships.
When it comes to programming and saving information for sources, there are four (4) elements: the Repository
Record, Source Repository Citation, Source Record, and Source Citation. Some of the tags share a common sub
level tag, such as NOTE and TEXT.
REPOSITORY_RECORD
Is used to capture the information of where the data was found. Uses tags such as: NAME, ADDR, NOTE.
SOURCE_REPOSITORY_CITATION
Is used for information such as call number, media attached, or notes. Uses tags such as: CALN, MEDI, NOTE.
SOURCE_RECORD
The SOURCE_RECORD structure was simplified into five basic sections: author, title, publication facts, and repository. Uses
tags such as: EVEN, PLAC, AUTH, TITL, ABBR.

SOURCE_CITATION
The source citation contains only information specific to the fact being cited and the quality of the source. Uses tags such as:
EVEN, TEXT, PAGE
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Source Tag Example

Screen Overview:
As stated before, tags are created in a hierarchy so information stays together. When the hierarchy is not followed,
the information can be lost.
Each level plays a role in supporting the main tag. Looking at “NOTE” in the first image above, this is a sub tag
under SOUR. Then looking at the next two (2) images, Family Tree Maker took the tag and changed it into a
NOTE for the person. This is apparent because it is no longer associated with the SOUR (as seen in image two (2).
In image three (3), it is assigned level 1 and turned into a NOTE for the person. So when the information was
imported back into the original program, the source note was lost, as seen in image four (4).

Compatibility Issues Due to Field Length
Each tag has an area to add information “in a field”. Each field has a defined number of characters that are allowed
in the field. As an example: The field PUBLication is used to store information about a book, microfilm, etc. If
the length of the field in the program you are using is longer than the length of the field you transfer your
information to, the information will be shortened if your data contains more characters than allowed by the new
program.

How to Fix Tag & Field Compatibility Issues
Information would transfer properly from one program to another without data loss if all the defined tags were
considered mandatory, followed the proper hierarchy, didn’t change tags during an import process, and every field
had a defined length that was adhered to. However, it is highly unlikely that all programs will ever agree to have
all tags considered mandatory, so maybe a subset of tags should be considered mandatory, or a list of the tags used
by a program should be outlined so a potential customer would know if some of their information has the potential
of being lost before trying a new program.
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Computer Encoding
Computer encoding is used for reading and writing everything stored on a computer. The ANSEL, ASCII, is a plain
text character set, where as Unicode and UTF-8 support international character sets.

Computer Encoding Incompatible Example

Screen Overview:
A file created using UTF-8 with quotes, was imported into a program that saved the information using ANSEL, and
turned the quotes into gibberish.

Character Set Issue using the Same Computer Encoding
A program can decide what characters are allowed in each and every field so errors can occur at the overall
programming level and at the field level. If your program allows for a slash or quotes in a field that the program
you are transferring your information to (even if both are using UTF-8), your data can be lost or messed up, or not
import at all.
This is an issue especially with the NAME tag, because GEDCOM stores a slash to separate the GIVN and SURN.
If an extra slash or quotes are allowed in NAME, the import can fail as the program may not know what to do with
the extra slash.

Screen Overview:
1.
2.
3.

The first program follows the correct hierarchy for name which is important especially when
quotes or slashes are used.
The second example uses a slash to distinguish a person with 2 last names due to adoption. A
program that does not use the 2nd level (GIVN and SURN), may not know how to split the name.
The third example shows a program that does not allow for nick names, so data was added in
quotes. If the user imports this file into another program, the information may not import properly
if quotes are not allowed. If the new program has a field for nick name, you will have to decide to
continue to add nick name to the name field.
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Date Format
There are a couple of ways a date can be written. Month, day year; day, month year; with various ways of adding
by using slashes, dashes, or just spaces. Then some programs allow abt, bef, aft, and bet. With the combination of
ways to enter in dates, it is possible you can lose date information if the program you change to does not support a
date format used in another application. It is also possible the data will not import at all because it doesn’t know
what to do with your data because it can’t be read by the application.

Testing of GEDCOM Import and Export Criteria
A sample file with one (1) person was used to see how the information imported, was read, and exported.
Tags for nick name, pre and suffix, alias, givn, and surn were not tested because there is too much of a disparity
between the programs of which tags are used.
Notes for the person were tested. For the most part notes were added correctly. Some minor issues with CONT and
CONC and ability to read UTF-8 characters were encountered.
Nine (9) Events were tested. Six (6) were standard, and three (3) were custom created.
Three (3) Source Citation tags and six (6) Repository tags were tested.
Templates of how sources are entered and stored were not part of the testing because there is no template standard
that has been adopted across all genealogy programs.
Rating tags were not tested as rating is not universal across all programs.
Tags Used During the Testing:
NAME – Name
GIVN – The majority of the program did not use this tag and was excluded from the results.
SURN – The majority of the program did not use this tag and was excluded from the results.
EVEN – Standard Events: BIRT, BURI, RESI, CENS, DEAT, OCCU,
Custom Events start with EVEN, followed by level 2 TYPE.
SOUR – Source tag has the following sub tags: PAGE, TEXT, NOTE
REPO – Repository has the following sub tags: TITL, AUTH, PUBL, NAME, NOTE, TEXT
NOTE – Level 1 tag for notes about a person
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Programs Tested
A group of programs were tested and the outcome is not to prove one application is better than another. It is merely
to show there are differences with programs and help genealogists understand that they may lose data going from
one application to another.
Some programs that were considered, but omitted from the testing because they do not support import, or export of
GEDCOM files or do not support sources are Geni, We Relate, Familylink, and FamilyBuilder. Considered but
omitted because they required a subscription fee: OneGreatFamily, and FindmyPast.
There are numerous genealogy programs to test, and a list can be found at: http://www.gensoftreviews.com/
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Screen Overview
Ok indicated the information transferred from the import and export successfully.
n/a indicates the information did not transfer properly.
Shortened indicates the field does not have enough space to accommodate the original text.
Added indicates tags were added during the export process from the imported program vs. the original data.
See note indicates further information about the tag was captured. Read the test results in the notes section.

Test Result Notes for Each Program
Ancestry.com – Sources not attached to events do not show up under the person's timeline. REPO: AUTH,
PUBL, NOTE, and TEXT do not show up anywhere in the program, but the information did import as it showed up
in the export with the caveat that the NOTE and TEXT was combined into 1 tag.
AgeLong Tree – Converted @R to @S. Custom events did not import or export.
Family Historian – Converted @R to @S
FamilyTreeMaker – Sources that are not attached to events for a person are not shown in the family view. They
are shown in the Source Group Tab.
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Legacy – Due to its Sourcing incompatibility, the file did not import correctly. The person's name and information
did not appear in the program. But the file did read information and exported. The program added sentence
structure to Events adding unnecessary data.
MyHeritage – Only has TITL, PAGE, and TEXT tags for sources. Was not able to test the export, requires a
backup subscription fee.
Reunion – Combined SOUR tags: PAGE, TEXT, and NOTE to PAGE. Combined REPO tags: NOTE and TEXT
to TEXT.
RootsMagic – Combined parts of the original NAME, TITL tags. It also combined SOUR Page and Text to 1 field.
The program added standard events to each person which added an extra 22k per person to the exported GEDCOM
file. Sources not added to events are not shown for the person.
The Master Genealogists – Combined NOTE and TEXT into 1 field - NOTE. Custom events were converted
into notes and misc events.
Tribal Pages – Sources are not attached to people or events. Import Titles only. Program tags include: TITL,
ABBR, AUTH, PUBL, TEXT, URL, TYPE, but the only tag that exported was TITL. You can add custom events,
but only birth, marriage, and death events exported. The note added several lines of gibberish (ANSEL coding is
used).

How to Create your own Test
1.
2.
3.
4.

Export a GEDCOM file from your current program.
Import that file into another program.
Save the file and export the file as a GEDCOM.
Open both files using notepad and compare the results.
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Summary
There are some short comings of the GEDCOM standard that needs updating and changes to create better family
trees. Some things that need to be considered, but not limited to:
A portion of tags needs to be made mandatory so they will transfer information from one program to another. Tags
being used in each program should be listed so customers can decide which program is best for them.
The character set that a program uses need to be known, so customers know if they will lose data due to
unsupported characters that do not transfer.
Fields need to be consistent in length so information is not lost.
Images of all kinds need to be supported in all genealogy programs and transfer to each program.
Evidence needs to be incorporated into family trees better than just the QUAY tag, so the reliability of the
information is more evident.
A new standard that addresses some of the newer genealogy research and scientific efforts needs to be created and
adopted by all software vendors.

Read more about the GEDCOM standard at:
http://homepages.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~pmcbride/gedcom/55gcch1.htm#S1
http://www.ngsgenealogy.org/cs/GenTech_Projects
http://www.genealogymedia.com/2011/02/14/rootstech-2011-data-model/
http://members.cox.net/leebr/genealogy/
http://wiki-en.genealogy.net/GDM
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GEDCOM#GEDCOM_model

Read about some better GEDCOM initiates that are being discussed and seeking help:
https://bettergedcom.wikispaces.com/
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About ourFamily•ology
Our main goals are to assist people in building better family trees by providing tools that help genealogists to:
•
•
•
•

Understand the current state of their family tree and where they need to spend more time doing research.
Organize their research and assign sources that support family tree information that can be shared with
family and friends both publically and privately with friends, family, and others who are researching the
same ancestors
Assist in the research itself via our affiliation with FamilySearch and by providing collaborative tools
through the program
Learn about genealogy and educate hobbyists through our websites articles and monthly newsletters.

Some unique program features are:
•

•
•

We have a progress rating chart that is setup by the user to track family events and relationships that are
important to the user. Once the user starts to add sources, they will easily gain a sense of ‘the big picture’
of where they are and what they should work on within their family tree. The chart is a color-coded
reliability and progress indicator for 5 generations that gauges the completeness of your family tree and
helps genealogists stay focused with their research.
Build multiple trees and link people across multiple trees. When you update the person in one tree, they are
updated in all.
Living information can be made private for six (6) separate fields, giving advanced controls to the
administrator.

For more information
Please visit http://www.Family-Genealogy.com
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